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THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON MY
LIFE

Facebook, Blackberry, Twitter, is not new stuff for us. We’re not clumsy
anymore when we hear and talk about the “ Information Technology “.
Adults, kids, youngsters, student, staff, teacher,even the president know what
Information technology is and use technology for their activities. If we see
from the word, IT is arranged from two words, Information and technology.
Information Technology or usually called IT is a set of device to help us in
working with the information and do many duties which is connected with
processing the information . Shortly, IT is something which is connected by
product and maintain the information. Nowdays, technology likes a “ KING “
in our life. It spread fast to all over the human’s aspect, including the
human’s personality.There is no limitation in the Information technology
Technology can effect,control, even change the mindpath of someone.
Like evil and angel , Information technology always gives two impact for
human’s life, positive and negative one. As the user , I feel it my self .The
positive of information technology for me is makes my life easier than before.
For example, Because I’m a college student, technology more helps me to
solve my homework or assignment and give many information and knowledge
about the subjects. Learning from internet is one of the alternative for me if I
don’t have much cash ( money ) or I want to find the lecture without waste
much time.
Beside, The sophisticated Technology helps me to communicate with my
relatives from any part of earth. By sophisticated technology, I can contact

my relative not only hear their voice,but also I can see them with video
conference in skype. Texting a massage or the social network like facebook or
twitter is one of the way of me to keep my relationship with my relatives too .
Technology also gives me a chance to show my hobby and share my opinion
about something. Of course technology also support the democracy idea right
? everyone can give their voice without considering the
religion,race,face.skin,and country.
Unfortunately, information technology which gives many beneficial for me,
actually bring me to the something bad even a crime, for example piracy. The
sophisticated information technology always gives a chance for anyone to do
that. Otherwise in our country, the rule of Cyber crime is too weak. That’s
why anyone can download music, video, or software freely. And I’m sure not
only me do it many times,but also the others. Technology also makes me “
addict “. Believe or not, technology likes a drug. Sometimes, I think I can not
live without the technology. I can’t stand if I don’t use my cellphone or
computer for a day. So, it means technology try to change my mindpath. But,
I always try to control it.
For the last, I conclude information technology not only give us the
advantages, but also the disadvantages for our life. We can’t deny it. But it
depend on us. If we can control and understand when we need technology on
right time, I’m sure we can be avoided from the technology’s negative effect.
We, the human create and control the technology not vice versa.

